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Within a Colt data centre you will be 
in one of the world’s most connected 
data centres. Operating 29 carrier-
neutral data centres across Europe 
and the Asia-Pacific region, and with 
connections to a further 530+ directly 
connected data centres and over 22 
thousand on-net buildings across our 
network, Colt’s Data Centre Services 
help you keep up with, and plan for, your  
evolving business. With Colt, wherever 
you choose to have your colocation 
services, you can be at thousands of 
other locations in milliseconds.



Meet your business objectives
By offering customers unparalleled 

connectivity across our network 

spanning three continents, Colt’s  

one-stop-shop for colocation, 

network, voice and technology 

services can meet your complex  

and evolving business objectives. 

Carrier neutral data centres 
We appreciate that our customers 

may want to use other service 

providers along the way for resiliency 

and price competitiveness, which is 

why each of our 29 data centres offers 

complete carrier neutrality.

Connected
With connections to Cloud Service 

Providers, Internet Exchanges, 

Financial Services Platforms and 

Content Delivery Networks, Colt’s 

colocation solutions simplify your data 

centre strategy, providing flexibility 

and simplicity when it matters most to 

your business.

24 hour support
Whatever your time zone, whatever 

your language, we provide support 

24/7 to meet your needs and allow 

you to focus on your core business.

Where you need us
With colocation capacity available 

across Europe and Asia, Colt is able 

to support your business needs 

over wide-reaching geographies. 
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Colt is the most connected colocation provider 
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infrastructure solutions help you 

satisfy the most extreme demands, 

while giving you the freedom to plan 

effectively for the future; from a single 

rack to dedicated halls, we have the 

capacity to allow you to expand or 

contract as your business evolves. 

Reducing risk
With expansion capacity readily 

available at most of our facilities, 

we help you by reducing the risk of 

long-term planning and over or under 

provisioning, enabling you to make 

shorter-term decisions in line with 

your business.

Experienced, reliable and 
stable 
With more than 15 years of data centre 

experience, our reputation has been 

built on our smart, reliable and speedy 

delivery of information services, so 

you can store, protect, access and 

move critical data and equipment 

simply and cost-effectively. 

Efficient infrastructure
Each of our data halls is supplied 

with resilient power and cooling 

infrastructure, giving customers 

the peace of mind that their data is 

available 24/7 in an operationally and 

commercially efficient environment. 

With dual data centres available 

in relative proximity and directly 

connected to over 530 on-net data 

centres, Colt can meet your business 

continuity strategy. 

Colocation across Europe and Asia
Colt’s Data Centre Services bring a wealth of 

capabilities to your business. Our flexible and 

affordable colocation and IT infrastructure 

solutions help you satisfy the most extreme 

demands, while giving you the freedom to plan 

effectively for the future. We operate 29 state-

of-the-art data centres across Europe and Asia 

and have connections to a further 530+ third 

party data centres across our network, covering 

56,000sqm with 24/7 protection and support.
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More than just colocation
We offer you more than just colocation to help you keep up with your 

evolving business requirements. We ensure that you have not only 

the colocation space and power you need, but also the services and 

expertise to go with it.
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Colt DC Connect gives you:
— Flexibility to connect with your choice of 

partners

— Direct, reliable cable connections

— Low-latency, wireline network performance

— Low-cost alternatives to local loops/
purchased circuits

— Fast set-up to get businesses linked quickly

— Enabled connections to all of the  
possibilities in the data centre

Colt Remote Hands enable you to:
— Deliver resource efficiencies by freeing 

your teams to focus on business-critical 
applications

— Reduce off-site time & travel costs

— Remove the need for 24/7 cover and 
resource planning

— Resolve issues quickly

Colt’s Disaster Recovery Space  
allows you to:
— Remove single points of failure with hot 

standby sites

— Prevent revenue loss

— Eliminate business reputation loss

— Maintain productivity with critical operations 
running immediately

— Spare yourself the stress and loss of business 
likely experienced after an office disaster

— Support your business when it matters most

Colt DC Connect

Keeping your data secure
Multiple layers of security, available 

both at our data centre facilities and 

across our network, 24 hours a day, 

365 days a year, allow you to lease 

the resources you need on a secure, 

predictable and reliable basis. 

Don’t just take our  
word for it...
As the first data centre operator 

in Europe to be awarded with 

the prestigious M&O Stamp 

of Approval for operational 

excellence, along with our Tier III 

Design Certification, you can be 

assured your data is in safe hands 

at a Colt data centre.

For more information,  
please contact 

dcsinfo@colt.net

or visit our website 

www.coltdatacentres.net
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About Colt
Colt is the information delivery 

platform, delivering integrated 

network, data centre, voice and IT 

services. Customers include 18 of the 

top 25 bank and diversified financial 

groups and 19 out of the top 25 

companies in both global media and 

telecoms industries (Forbes 2000 

list, 2014). In addition, Colt works 

with over 50 exchange venues and 13 

European central banks. Colt operates 

in 28 countries across Europe, Asia 

and in the U.S. with connections 

into over 200 cities globally and 

metropolitan area networks in 47 

cities. Colt operates 22 carrier-neutral 

data centres in Europe and 7 in the 

Asia-Pacific region.

Colt recently completed the 

acquisition of KVH, an integrated 

managed IT infrastructure and 

communications services business, 

with headquarters in Tokyo and 

operations in Hong Kong, Seoul and 

Singapore.

For more information, please contact dcsinfo@colt.net

or visit our website www.coltdatacentres.net

Twitter— @Colt_Technology

Youtube— ColtTechnology

LinkedIn— Colt Technology Services

DCS Awards 2015 – Colocation Provider of the Year

DCS Awards 2014 – Data Centre Design and Build

Management and operations 
stamp of approval for 
operational excellence.

EMEA Awards 2013 – 
Improved Data Centre 
Efficiency

EMEA Awards 2013 –  
Innovation in the  
Medium Data Centre Space
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